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Overview
RapidIO software support consists of three interrelated source code projects/repositories:
▪ A character mode driver for the Linux operating system

▪ Ethernet frame transport over RapidIO network, known as “riosocket”
▪ Application (“user mode”) code which leverages the character mode driver for the following functions:
— An application library (libmport) for the character mode driver interfaces
— RapidIO network enumeration and management
— The RapidIO device driver library, which provides a consistent interface for the following hardware functions: port configuration,
routing table manipulation, error management, and statistics counters
— An example file transfer application, which leverages libmport to perform RDMA style file transfer over the RapidIO network
— The “goodput” performance measurement and debug utility, which leverages libmport to measure latency and goodput for direct
I/O, DMA, and messaging.
The RapidIO software is freely available from the following public GitHub repositories:

▪ https://github.com/RapidIO/kernel-rapidio
▪ https://github.com/RapidIO/riosocket
▪ https://github.com/RapidIO/RapidIO_RRMAP
Note that private versions of the above repositories exist, and may be accessed by members of RapidIO.org. The private repositories
contain additional functionality and features, and also contain significant test infrastructure to aid software developers.

Linux Character Mode Driver for RapidIO
RapidIO support in the Linux operating system is based on the concept of a “master port” (mport), which is a RapidIO port on an endpoint.
The RapidIO port can provide direct I/O, DMA, messaging, doorbell, and other RapidIO capabilities. The RapidIO subsystem leverages
these capabilities to provide the following services:
▪ RapidIO network enumeration and discovery for multiple mports and redundant hosts

▪ A sysfs file subsystem for each discovered mport and switch, exposing some attributes of each device
The character mode driver allows application software to access the direct I/O, DMA, messaging, and doorbell capabilities, if any, of the
local mport(s). The libmport library, found in the RapidIO_RRMAP repository, presents the following capabilities using a standard
C interface:

▪ Handle management – List available mports, list devices accessible from each mport, query the capabilities of each device
▪ Direct I/O – Map inbound and outbound windows for an mport, allowing RapidIO read and write transactions to be generated from
processor reads and writes
▪ DMA – Perform read and write transactions over the RapidIO network
▪ Events – Manage event usage for an mport, and send/receive events over the RapidIO network
▪ Messaging – A channelized messaging (CM) capability to allow a single messaging resource to be shared using a socket-like interface
The character mode driver uses drivers for individual devices. Currently, all RapidIO switch devices are supported. The Tsi721
PCIe-to-RapidIO bridge, and some Freescale and Texas Instruments processors/DSPs, are also supported by the character mode driver.
For more information, refer to the documentation for the character mode driver found in the kernel-rapidio repository, and the wiki page
for the libmport library:
https://github.com/RapidIO/RapidIO_RRMAP/wiki/2.-LIBMPORT:-RapidIO-Kernel-Driver-Library
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Riosocket: Ethernet Frame Transport over RapidIO
Riosocket uses standard mport drivers to transport Ethernet frames over a RapidIO network. Riosocket is supported by mports that can
send and receive DMA, Messaging, and doorbell RapidIO transactions.
Riosocket allows an mport to be managed as a standard networking device with associated MAC and IP address. Riosocket mports are
managed with standard network manipulation commands (e.g. ifconfig). The MAC address is associated with the RapidIO destination ID
of the device. The IP address and network mask must indicate that the RapidIO mport is connected to a distinct network. The network
stack routes packets to and from the riosocket network device based on IP address. All protocols based on Internet Protocol are
supported by riosocket.
Riosocket receives notifications from the RapidIO subsystem when nodes enter and exit the network. The RapidIO subsystem adds and
removes nodes based on actions from application code (e.g. the RapidIO RRMAP Fabric Management Daemon). Riosocket uses a
doorbell-based protocol to manage which mports are part of the Riosocket network.
Riosocket uses RDMA concepts to transport Ethernet frames. Riosocket requires a contiguous physical memory range, which must be
reserved from Linux by the user. The memory range is divided into receive buffers of a fixed size. There must be one receive buffer for
every other mport in the system. Each receive buffer is in turn divided into fixed size frame buffers. Short Ethernet frames are transferred
with message transactions, while larger Ethernet frames are transferred with DMA writes to the frame buffers. After each DMA transfer is
completed, a doorbell is sent to notify the target mport that another frame is available for processing. The maximum frame size that is
transferred with message transactions can be configured, as can the number and size of receive buffers and frame buffers.
For more information on riosocket, refer to the documentation which is part of the riosocket repository.

RRMAP: Application Code and Libraries
The RapidIO Remote Memory Access Platform (RRMAP) application software consists of the following functionality:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The libmport character mode driver library
The RapidIO device driver library
The Fabric Management Daemon
File transfer example application
Goodput performance measurement application
Many other application libraries

Libmport
The libmport library is designed to be used by any RapidIO aware application. The libmport library can be used by applications to perform
the following:

▪ Manage RapidIO interfaces
▪ Send and receive DMA transactions and doorbells
▪ Send and receive messages
For more information, see the libmport wiki page:
https://github.com/RapidIO/RapidIO_RRMAP/wiki/2.-LIBMPORT:-RapidIO-Kernel-Driver-Library
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RapidIO Device Driver Library
The RapidIO device driver library can be used by applications to manage RapidIO devices. The device driver library interfaces present
standard methods for the following functions:
▪ Compose and parse byte streams for control symbols and RapidIO packets

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Perform standard functions with standard registers
Configure and query RapidIO ports
Configure and query routing tables on RapidIO switch devices
Configure and manage errors and other events on RapidIO devices
Configure and read statistics counters

For more information, see the RapidIO device driver library wiki page:
https://github.com/RapidIO/RapidIO_RRMAP/wiki/7.-RapidIO-Switch-API-(LIBRIO)

Fabric Management Daemon
The Fabric Management Daemon (FMD) application is a standard way to initialize and manage a RapidIO network and the software
running on the network. The (optional) configuration file allows the FMD to configure optimal routing in complex (i.e. Clos) network
topologies. Additionally, the FMD allows users to assign names to RapidIO nodes based on their location in the network.
The FMD follows a master/slave design pattern. The master FMD enumerates the RapidIO network, and is the owner of all nodes in that
network. All slave FMDs connect to the master FMD. The master FMD updates the slave FMDs whenever software or nodes enter or
leave the network.
For more information, refer to the Fabric Management Daemon wiki page:
https://github.com/RapidIO/RapidIO_RRMAP/wiki/3.-Fabric-Management

File Transfer
The file transfer application allows files to be transferred over a RapidIO network using a customized RDMA protocol. The application
follows a server/client design pattern. Files are transferred from the client to the server. Bulk data transfer is performed using DMA to
memory buffers managed by the server. Coordination of the DMA transactions is performed with channelized messaging.
For more information on file transfer architecture and operation, refer to the file transfer wiki page:
https://github.com/RapidIO/RapidIO_RRMAP/wiki/4.-FILE-TRANSFER

Goodput
The “goodput” application performs latency and throughput measurements for libmport direct I/O, DMA, and messaging operations. The
goodput command line interpreter manages multiple worker threads, dispatching tasks and reporting results. Scripts which perform these
measurements can be automatically generated and executed.
Goodput has an extensive command set with strong automation and test capabilities. For more information, refer to the “goodput” wiki
page:
https://github.com/RapidIO/RapidIO_RRMAP/wiki/5.-GOODPUT-Performance-Measurement
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Revision History
Revision Date

Description of Change

June 26, 2017

Updated to encompass all RapidIO software support and new software distribution method (GitHub).

June 6, 2013

▪
▪
▪
▪

March 22 2011
November 3, 2010

Added Error Management DSF
Updated Figure 2: DSF File Structure
Removed support for CPS Gen1 switches from the API
Completed other editorial changes

Added SerDes Configuration API to DSF.
First release.
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